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I started writing these articles six years ago when I first became a Certified Casting Instructor. Back 

then I only belonged to one club and the Newsletter Editor was desperate for material. The articles 

began under the banner of “Casting Corner” and through that column I tried to pass on some of the 

knowledge I had gained during my preparations for my instructor’s exam. Over the years a wide 

variety of topics were covered and in thinking and writing about casting it helped me probably 

more than it helped the few people who read them. 

 

Fast forward a few years and a move of residence and involvement in a few more fly fishing clubs 

led to a change in direction for my articles. Having covered many of the fundamentals of fly casting 

I needed to cast my net wider to find topics to write about. So began the era of “Casting Around” 

which became a series of random ravings on anything and everything to do with fly fishing.  My 

Newsletter Editors were still desperate enough for material so the column continued to be published 

each month.   

 

At present these articles appear in three fly club newsletters. I continue to write them mainly for my 

own benefit because it forces me to think more deeply about the sport I enjoy. Judging from the 

limited feedback I get I occasionally manage to write something that is helpful or thought 

provoking. Now that I am also a Newsletter Editor I know how difficult it is to fill each monthly 

newsletter and so I have an added incentive to continue writing. So here is the next installment of 

random ravings for this month’s newsletter. 

 

I have just returned from a fishing trip with a group of very experienced and highly skilled lure 

fishers and came away with a new perspective on fishing on the “dark side.” I say on the “dark 

side” because some people look upon lure fishing as being for those who have not yet seen the light 

and taken up the long wand. I’ve never considered lure fishing as being inferior to fly fishing but 

somehow in my evolution as a fisherman I missed out on this important stage. I started as a bait 

fisher (as most of us do) but the progression to lures never really happened.  I had a long gap in my 

fishing career where work got in the way of fishing. When I did go fishing I grabbed the most 

expedient setup and tried to catch a fish. I wasn’t into sportfishing and managed to avoid that 

dreadfully contagious disease of gear collecting. Little did I know it would return with a vengeance 

when I started to get serious about fly fishing. 

 

Having skipped the years of baitcasters, celtas, floppies, braid and thirty dollars lures it was quite 

an eye opener for me to fish with people who have spent as much time and money on lure fishing as 

I have on fly fishing. I found many things in common. Lure fishers carry as many different lures as 

a fly fisher carries flies. Spin rods can cost almost as much as the most expensive fly rods. There 



are almost as many different ways to cast as spin rod as there are to cast a fly rod. Choosing which 

lure to use takes as much knowledge and experience as choosing the right fly. 

 
 

I could go on with many more ways in which lure fishers and fly fishers share common ground but 

having become an obsessive fly fisher I found myself trying to justify why I find fly fishing more 

satisfying. It surely isn’t because fly fishing catches more fish.  

 

To me the appeal of fly fishing is in casting, hunting and deceiving. If it were not for these three 

aspects I would find it hard to justify being a fly fisher. To some extent these are all common to all 

fishing but in fly fishing they are taken to a new level.  

 

Casting a fly rod is very different to casting a spinning or bait rod. It involves moving a fly line 

back and forward to form loops which propel the fly forward as the loops unfolds. When done well 

it is a thing of beauty and grace. It is not easy to learn but once over the initial frustration, casting a 

fly rod can bring great satisfaction and enjoyment and a sense of well-being. Programs such a Reel 

Recovery, Casting for Recovery, Project Healing Waters and Wounded Veterans all recognize the 

therapeutic benefits of fly casting. There is something about watching loops unfurl and seeing a fly 

alight on the water that cannot be replicated with a spinning rod. I fly fish because I enjoy fly 

casting. It may not be as efficient as casting a spinning rod but it brings with it other virtues which 

sustain my obsession.  

 

 
 

 



Fishing is hunting and nowhere is it more evident for me than when I am chasing a fish with fly rod 

in hand. The challenge of targeting individual fish which have been sighted and being able to 

approach and cast without being detected is why I fly fish. It can be done with a spin rod but the 

inability to deliver a lure with the delicacy of a fly gives the fly fisher one of the few advantages 

they have.  The first fish targeted on fly were trout and they proved to be the ideal quarry. The tiny 

insects they eat from the surface require small lures and gentle presentations. This is the realm of 

the fly rod. When trout are fixated on mayflies or something small I know I have an advantage over 

the lure fisher. If I ever had to compete with a lure angler I would insist it take place on a spring 

creek in mayfly season. 

 

Watching a lure angler “walk the dog”, “slow roll”, “jigging,” “fast burning” or popping a surface 

lure you will see how much skill is needed to deceive a fish. Selecting the right lure and retrieving 

it in the right way is the secret to success. While watching the lure fishers on my recent trip I had to 

think about how I could use a fly to deceive a fish in this way. The ability to design flies and tie 

something that not only looks like food but moves in a realistic way is something that sets fly 

fishing apart.  I know some people make their own lures but by and large it is the fly fisher who can 

conceive, design, test and put into use a fly for any situation. And do it cheaply. The ability to tie 

flies that deceive fish is the third component of my trilogy of reasons for choosing fly over lure. 

 

It has not been my intention to convince you that one way of fishing is better than another. I am a 

fly fisher for the reasons I have outlined. If I wanted to catch more fish I would probably go back 

and learn everything I could about lure fishing and buy a good spin fishing outfit and lots of 

expensive lures. Whether you fish with fly or lure is up to you. I learnt a lot from watching good 

lure fishers in action and now I want to see what I can do with what I have learnt to make me more 

successful with the fly rod. Fly fishing to me is not the ultimate form of fishing, just the ultimate 

challenge. 
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